Scouting®...it’s more than Activities, Adventure, and Character Development... it’s Who We Are!

**Fishing Level - Sell $875**
19 - Camp Stove w/ Regulator (fuel not included)
20 - LEGO NINJAGO Vermilion Invader
21 - 2-Person Waterproof Tent

**Hiking Level - Sell $575**
16 - LEGO Technic - Getaway Racer
17 - HEXBUG Gladiator Battle Stadium
   w/ Three Nanos
18 - All Aluminum Tactical Safety Flashlight

**Orienteering Level - Sell $375**
13 - 7-function Survival Tool
14 - Light Saber with Color Changing Lights,
   Sounds & Stand
15 - Rosewood Handle Knife w/ Clip & BSA® Branding

**Archery Level - Sell $275**
10 - Stikball w/ BSA® Branding (Twin Pack)
11 - Squat Lock Blade Knife w/ Clip
   w/ BSA® Branding
12 - SOS Survival Kit w/ Compass, Multi-tool,
   Firestarter, Whistle and more

**First Aid Level - Sell $200**
7 - Small Brass & Rosewood Handle Knife
   w/ BSA® Branding
8 - Zing Thumb Chucks
9 - 4x30 Binoculars

**Backpacking Level - Sell $150**
4 - Mini Dual LED Dynamo Flashlight
   w/ BSA® Branding
5 - Star Pioneer - 50pc Building Block Set
6 - Cinch Backpack w/ BSA® Branding

**Camping Level - Sell $100**
1 - Banditz Micro Stunt Glider
2 - 3" Carabiner w/ Strap & BSA® Branding
3 - Single Lock Blade Knife

**Public Speaking Level - Sell One Item**
0 - Popcorn Star Patch

Descriptions of Prizes Available at  www.boyscouts-gcc.com